I. INTRODUCTION
With the modernization of GPS, a new civil signal located at the L2 carrier (1227.6 MHz) named L2 civil (L2C) has been broadcast since 2005. Compared with the widely used coarse/acquisition (C/A) signal, L2C offers better performance for indoor position, tracking performance, and so on [1, 2] . The advantages partly come from the time division multiplexing (TDM) technique utilized in the signal. With the technique, L2C signal employs two different pseudonoise (PN) sequences (codes) in different ways. The two sequences are civil moderate (CM) and civil long (CL) codes. Both of them have a chipping rate of 0.5115 Mcps, and they are chip-by-chip multiplexed by the TDM technique to form an L2C code having a chipping rate of 1.023 Mcps, as shown in Fig. 1 . Navigation data modulate the CM code, but not the CL one. For an L2C receiver, the CM and CL codes play the data and pilot roles, respectively, which are desirable for improving the receiver's performance.
While the new structure endows the L2C signal with better performance, it challenges the acquisition of the signal. As shown in Fig. 1 , data modulate the CM code but not the CL one. In other words, the data on the CL code would be treated as a constant + 1 or −1. If we do coherent integration on a portion of adjacent samples, which is the common basis of the PN-code acquisition methods for conventional Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signals such as C/A code and precision or P(Y) code signals [3] [4] [5] [6] , when the data on CM and CL codes are different, there would be an energy cancelation. It would cause acquisition to fail, even though the code phases of received and local signals align. Thus, the CM and CL codes cannot be coherently integrated. For this reason, the current L2C signal acquisition methods deal with the CM and CL codes separately [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Furthermore, the periods of the CM and CL codes are 20 and 1500 ms (1.5 s), respectively. Thus, the relatively easy way of L2C acquisition is through the CM code for its short period. Even so, the CM code is much longer than any other GPS civil code, including L5, L1C, and the widely used C/A.
Up to now, many researchers have been devoted to CM code acquisition and have proposed many valid methods [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Among them, the non-return-to-zero (NRZ) CM code is a famous one [11, 13, 14] . It holds every CM value of local code for two L2C chip periods, i.e., a CM chip and the next CL chip. Then, when correlating with the received signal, only the CM code is used, which prevents the possible energy cancelation. To further reduce acquisition complexity, an attractive chipwise correlation technique based on the NRZ CM code has recently been proposed in [13, 14] . It accumulates the samples of received signal across an L2C chip period and applies the NRZ CM code to represent each code chip by one sample. Compared with the NRZ CM method (the method based on NRZ CM code), it reduces the correlation rate from the sampling rate to as low as the L2C code chipping rate-i.e., 1.023 Mcps-without detection performance degradation. Other advantages, such as reducing memory buffer and fast Fourier transform (FFT) size, are expected as well. In spite of this, because of the long period of the CM code, up to 20,460 multiplies are required for testing a code phase cell when the coherent integration time is 20 ms, and up to 20,460 code phases must be tested. The computation complexity is still huge for resource-limited L2C receivers such as handheld ones.
From the structure of the L2C code, we can find that an original CM chip (premultiplexing) indeed represents two postmultiplexed chips in terms of time: the CM chip itself and a multiplexed CL chip, as shown in Fig. 1 . The fact demonstrates that the chipwise correlation technique would be further improved by accelerating the search speed of the CM code. In this article, a double-chipwise correlation technique is proposed. The double-chipwise correlation technique accumulates the samples of received signal across the periods of a CM and a CL chip, i.e., two L2C chip periods. Then, in code phase span, this accumulated sample corresponds to a postmultiplexed CM chip and a postmultiplexed CL chip. Since the postmultiplexed CM chip and the postmultiplexed CL chip correspond to an original CM chip (premultiplexing) in terms of time, the original CM code can be used as local replica code. In other words, no extra operations-such as inserting zeros, as in the return-to-zero (RZ) CM code method [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ; CM chips, which are used in the NRZ CM code method [11, 13, 14] ; or other elements, which are used in the RZ extended CM code method and the NRZ twin-carrier CM code method [13, 14] -are needed to deal with local CM code. Taking advantage of the accumulation of two L2C chip periods, the double-chipwise correlation technique can further reduce computation requirements. Compared with the previous chipwise correlation technique, it reduces the correlation complexity of testing cells to half and decreases the code phases to test to half, at the expense of about 1.3 dB of detection performance loss on average. Furthermore, since acquisition performance, evaluated by mean acquisition time, depends on detection performance, the code phases to test, and the correlation complexity of testing cells, etc., the new technique will reduce acquisition time.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The signal model of the L2C signal and the double-chipwise correlation technique are described in Section II. The performance of the technique is analyzed in Section III and numerically and simulationally evaluated in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V. 
B. Double-Chipwise Correlation Technique
Before introducing the double-chipwise correlation technique, let us review the structure of the L2C signal again. As shown in Fig. 1 , it multiplexes a 0.5115-Mcps CM code and a 0.5115-Mcps CL code to produce a 1.023-Mcps L2C code. Because data modulate the CM code but not the CL one, to prevent the CM and CL codes from being coherently integrated and consequently to prevent the possible energy cancelation of the two codes, the local CM chips have zeros [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , CM chips [13, 14] , or other elements [13, 14] inserted before correlation with the received signal. These are the basic ideas of previous L2C acquisition methods [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
However, from a different angle, an original CM chip before multiplexing indeed represents two chips in code phase after the multiplexing, i.e., the CM chip itself and a multiplexed CL chip. So if we accumulate the samples across two L2C chip periods together, i.e., across a CM and a CL chip period, the accumulated sample exactly corresponds to an original CM chip in code phase span. Subsequently, no extra operations-such as inserting zeros, CM chips, and so on [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] -are needed to deal with local CM code. What's more, the accumulation reduces the code phases (represented by samples) across two L2C chip periods to one. It is in favor of decreasing the computation complexity. For instance, suppose there are M samples per CM chip for received signal. For 20-ms correlation, 20,460M-point correlation is needed for the correlation at full sampling rate, 20,460-point for the previous chipwise correlation technique, and only 10,230-point for the double-chipwise one; the code phases to test for them are 20,460M, 20,460, and 10,230, respectively. Thus, compared with the chipwise correlation technique, the new technique reduces the correlation complexity of testing cells to half and compresses the code phases to test to half. Consequently, it is likely to further shorten acquisition time. The double-chipwise correlation technique is shown in Fig. 2 It is notable that the equivalence of the accumulation of two successive chips (i.e., a CM chip and a CL chip) of the L2C code sequence to one CM chip of an original CM code sequence, as shown in Fig. 1 , is in the sense of code phase, not performance. Indeed, compared with the previous chipwise correlation technique [13, 14] , the method has a 1.3-dB detection performance loss on average. And compared with the previous RZ CM code in [11, 13, 14] , because the CL component is not nullified by zeros, the method would suffer a detection performance loss as well. In addition, compared with the chipwise correlation technique which accumulates samples together across one chip period prior to correlation, the method accumulates samples together across two chips. Thus, it doubles the number of additions at the stage. Since for acquisition the main computation requirements remain in the correlation of received signal and local signal, it would not significantly affect performance. The performance of the method is discussed in detail in Sections III and IV.
As shown in Fig. 3 , based on the double-chipwise correlation technique the acquisition method could be depicted as follows.
Step where
and
Step 2. Generate the local CM code c m [n; τ ] at its original chipping rate of 0.5115 Mcps, where τ represents the local code phase. Correlate the local CM code with the sums from Step 1 to output inphase and quadrature correlation results C I and C Q . Suppose the coherent integration time is T coh ; that means N = T coh × 0.5115 × 10 6 accumulated samples are coherently integrated. Thus,
Step 3. Take the inphase and quadrature correlation results C I and C Q and noncoherently combine them before performing L summations-which is called noncoherent
Step 4. If the test statistic ζ from Step 3 is larger than a preset threshold V t , which is determined by the false-alarm probability P fa according to the Neyman-Pearson theorem [15] , an acquisition is declared. Otherwise, adjust local code phase to test the next code phase.
Step 5. After all the CM code phases have been tested, if there is no correlation result larger than the threshold V t , adjust the local carrier frequency to test the next frequency cell until all the code phase and frequency cells have been tested.
In
Step 1, 2M received samples are accumulated together. The accumulation has two effects. The first one is called the random code phase offset effect, and is caused by the randomness of choosing samples for accumulation. If the CM samples accumulated together are not exactly aligned by local signal, there will be a mismatch loss. If the loss is insufferable, such as for the acquisition of weak signals received in harsh conditions, we can run the proposed method M times and at least one iteration would guarantee a loss-free acquisition. Similar to the averaging correlator technique in [16] , even though the method performs M times, it will remain more efficient than conventional full sampling-rate correlation [16] . Furthermore, since the accumulation reduces samples, it will be more useful than full sampling-rate correlation in frequency domain acquisition through the use of shorter FFT blocks. On the other hand, if the loss is ignorable, such as for the acquisition of signals received in clear sky conditions, the mismatch loss will not significantly affect detection performance. In that case, there is no need to consider the effect. The effect is further discussed in detail in Section IV.
The second effect is that the accumulation will cause a code phase ambiguity of 2M code phases. It could be solved by a fine acquisition through separately testing the 2M code phases. Compared with Steps 1 through 5, which comprise coarse acquisition, fine acquisition is much easier. So in this article we focus on the coarse one.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the detection performance of the double-chipwise correlation technique by starting with analyzing the properties of inphase and quadrature correlation results.
Referring to the inphase correlation result C I , from Steps 1 and 2, we have
In an accumulated sample, suppose on average there are K samples aligning with local signal in code phases and the aligned ones are the kth through (k + K − 1)th ones, where k represents the code phase of the first received sample in the accumulated sample. Then (10) would decompose into the following three parts: 
For an accumulated received sample, there are M CM samples. For a local signal, it consists of CM chips but no CL ones. Thus, the range of K is between 0 and M. When K = 0, no samples within an accumulated sample are aligned by local signal in code phase; when K = M, all the samples are aligned; and when 0 < K < M, part of them are aligned. When match filter [16] is used and the coherent integration time is not larger than a data period, i.e., 20 ms, due to the characteristics of match filter, there is no need to consider the effect of data reversals, as discussed in [13, 14] .
The first part of (11) The second part represents the unaligned portion. It is a sum of a large number of independent identically distributed random variables. According to the central limit theorem, it resembles a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance not larger than (2M − K)NA 2 /2. The third part is a sum of AWGNs and local codes, and it follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance 2MNσ 2 . Consequently, the inphase correlation result, the sum of the three parts, resembles the following Gaussian distribution:
Similarly, we can derive the quadrature correlation results C Q as
where
After noncoherent integration, the test statistic ζ of Step 3 is formed; it follows a χ 2 distribution with 2L degrees, and the corresponding probability density function and cumulative distribution function, respectively, are
where PN-code acquisition is a typical Neyman-Pearson testing. According to the Neyman-Pearson theorem [16] , if the false-alarm probability for H 0 is set as P fa , then from (17) the testing threshold V t is determined by solving
since for H 0 cells, μ ζ is zero. Subsequently, the corresponding detection probability for an H 1 cell is
Bear in mind that the detection probability is affected by the aligned samples K through the noncentral parameter μ ζ , as shown in (18). This is discussed in detail in the following section. Suppose the frequency search space is F f and the frequency search step is f p . Then there are F f /f p frequency cells to test, where F f /f p means the smallest integer not smaller than F f /f p . Corresponding to each frequency cell, there are 10,230 code phases. Then, through the flow-graph diagram method, we can derive the mean acquisition time for a single-dwell search strategy [13] as
where T D is the dwelling time for a cell, κ the false-alarm penalty, and P fa a preset false-alarm probability.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the section, we evaluate the performance of the double-chipwise correlation technique and discuss comparisons between the technique and the previous chipwise one. The parameters are illustrated in the figures.
For the double-chipwise correlation technique, without prior information, the first sample used to accumulate may or may not start from the first sample of an L2C chip (a CM or CL chip). For instance, as shown in Fig. 2 , suppose the sampling frequency is 5.115 Mcps. Then there are five samples within an L2C chip, and every 10 samples are accumulated together. Furthermore, suppose the first chip of received signal is a CM one. If the first sample used to accumulate is the first sample of the first CM chip, as shown in Fig. 4 (phase 0) , then the 10 samples within the first CM chip and the first CL chip are accumulated together and the accumulated sample contains an entire CM chip. Consequently, the correlation with local signal will result in the same correlation result as when the full sampling rate is used, and the same correlation result as when the previous chipwise correlation technique is utilized [13, 14] . That is demonstrated in Fig. 5 , where K = 5. Note that the chipwise correlation technique has the same correlation result as that achieved at the full sampling rate [13, 14] .
Nevertheless, if the first sample used to accumulate is not the first sample of the first CM chip-for instance, the second one, as shown in Fig. 4 (phase 1)-the last four samples of the first CM chip, the five samples of the first CL chip, and the first sample of the second CM chip would be accumulated together. Subsequently, no CM chip is entirely contained in the accumulated sample. As a result, the correlation with local signal will result in a degraded correlation result. The phenomenon is called the random code phase offset effect, since it is induced by the randomness of choosing samples for accumulation. In this situation, compared with the previous chipwise correlation technique, the double-chipwise one suffers a detection performance loss. As shown in Fig. 5 , when K = 4 (K = 3)-which means that only four (three) CM samples within an accumulated sample align with local signal, and that the first sample used to accumulate is the second (third) one of the first CM chip in Fig. 4 -the double-chipwise correlation technique is worse than the chipwise one. Furthermore, Fig. 6 compares the acquisition results of the double-chipwise correlation technique for 10 (as the sampling frequency of received signal is 5.115 MHz) adjacent phases, which correspond to phases 0 through 9 in Fig. 4 , of the received signal. From the figure, we can clearly see the random code phase offset effect. Indeed, through the noncentral parameter μ 2 ζ in (18), the parameter K explicitly shows the effect of random code phase offset. The parameter μ 2 ζ in some degree represents the energy of the correlation result. The larger it is, the higher is the energy, the greater the separation of the noncentral χ 2 distribution (representing H 1 testing) and the central χ 2 distribution (representing H 0 testing), and the better the detection performance. If there is a random code phase offset, the aligned code phases, represented by K, would reduce. Consequently, the noncentral parameter μ 2 ζ is reduced and detection performance is worsened.
Because 2M adjacent samples are accumulated together, while the samples in the first CM chip decrease, the samples in the second CM chip will increase, as shown in Fig. 4 . Thus, the worst case is that only half of the CM samples are aligned by local signal. What is more, if the first sample for accumulation is one of the samples in a CL chip, the CM chip next to the CL chip will be entirely contained in the corresponding accumulation sample. In this situation, the correlation with the local signal would result in the same correlation result as that obtained at the full sampling rate. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 , where for phases 5 through 9 of Fig. 4 , the corresponding acquisition peaks (the maximum correlation results) are maintained at the same level. Suppose the code phase of the first sample used for accumulating is k (1 ≤ k ≤ 2M). Then, compared with the previous chipwise correlation technique and correlation at the full sampling rate, which have the same detection performance [13, 14] , the detection performance loss (in decibels) induced by the random code phase offset effect can be derived with
Without prior information, suppose the code phase k follows a uniform distribution. Then we can derive the Fig. 7 . Mean detection performance loss of double-chipwise correlation technique compared with chipwise one. False-alarm probability is set at 10 −3 , carrier frequency offset is 0, coherent integration time is 20 ms, and noncoherent integration number L is 1. Note that for different sampling frequencies, chipwise correlation technique has same performance [13, 14] . Fig. 8 . Mean acquisition time performance. Sampling frequency is 5.115 MHz, false-alarm probability is set at 10 −3 , carrier frequency search space is ± 5 kHz, frequency search step is 26 Hz, coherent integration time is 20 ms, and noncoherent integration number L is 1. mean loss (in decibels) as
Eq. (23) shows that for different sampling frequencies, which affects parameters M and K, the mean loss is nearly steady, about 1.3 dB (Fig. 7) . Thus, the loss restricts the application scope of the method to mainly healthy signal environments.
Although the double-chipwise correlation technique suffers a detection performance loss, it reduces correlation complexity of testing cells to half. For instance, for a 20-ms correlation, 20,460-point correlation is required for the chipwise correlation technique but only 10,230-point correlation is needed for the double-chipwise one. Furthermore, the number of code phases to test is 20,460 for the chipwise one but only 10,230 for the double-chipwise one. The advantages can be reflected in acquisition time. Denote the dwelling time for testing a cell by T D for the chipwise correlation technique. Since the double-chipwise correlation technique reduces the correlation points to half, the corresponding dwelling time would be reduced to T D /2. Acquisition performance, evaluated by mean acquisition time, depends on detection performance, dwelling time for testing cells, code phases to test, etc., so the double-chipwise correlation technique would perform better. As shown in Fig. 8 , the double-chipwise correlation technique performs better at acquisition. Particularly, when the SNR of the received signal is larger than −23 dB, which is available for an L2C signal received in clear sky conditions [17] , the saving is about 75%.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a double-chipwise correlation technique was proposed for efficient L2C signal acquisition by accumulating the samples together across the periods of a CM and a CL chip. The detection and mean acquisition time performance of the technique were analyzed and compared with those of the recently proposed chipwise correlation technique. It was shown that the proposed technique decreases the correlation complexity of testing cells to half and reduces the code phases to test to half, at the expense of about 1.3 dB of detection performance loss on average. In addition, no extra operations are needed to deal with local CM code. Comprehensively, the proposed technique achieves better acquisition performance; for an L2C signal received in clear sky conditions, the saving on acquisition time is about 75%.
